Dissolution of solid dosage form. II. Equations for the dissolution of nondisintegrating tablet under the sink condition.
An equation for dissolution from the whole surface of a nondisintegrating single component tablet under the sink condition was derived. Also, equations for several dissolution manners of the tablet under the sink condition were derived in the postulation of the dominant dissolution rate constant which determines the dissolution manner. The applicability or validity of these equations were examined by the dissolution measurements with nondisintegrating single component tablets. About one-tenth the amount of the amount needed to saturate the solution was used to prepare a tablet, and dissolution measurements were carried out with the tablet whose flat or side surface was masked with an adhesive tape in accordance with the conditions for derivation of equations. Among the derived equations, dissolution from the whole surface of a tablet was expressed by a form similar to the cube root law equation for particles. Hence, a single component tablet compressed by the use of a suitable amount was thought to behave like a single crystal. Also, equations derived for several dissolution manners were thought to be applicable for the dissolution of a nonspherical particle and crystal concerning the crystal's habit and its dissolution property, and the extended applicability was examined by converting the crystal into a simplified or idealized form, i.e., rectangle or plate.